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Mr Simon Leese

In a Singapore airport bookshop recently, I
bought a book entitled ‘Willpower’. I hoped I
would learn enough about the subject to resist
buying books in airport bookshops.
It turned out to be an interesting read,
describing in detail many psychological research
projects from around the world looking at
aspects of human motivation and effectiveness,
marketing, and of course neurological evidence
of brain activity in response to many stimuli.
Of particular interest was research into study
effectiveness, and recurring references to the
psychological concept of ‘ego depletion’.
In simple terms (with apologies to the authors)
making positive decisions and choices requires
energy, supplied to the brain in the form of
glucose; whenever we have to make a decision,
it consumes energy and reduces our capacity
for further decisiveness. Spontaneity and
reaction to unforeseen events accordingly
deplete our energy reserves, and reduce
focus. In terms of our students, the benefit of
routine, consistency and everyday predictability

translate into more energy for assertive
control of their studies. The book looks at the
difference in parental expectations and family
culture in Asia, for insight into differences in
average attainment between students from
Asia and from Europe and America. There is
a body of research evidence which supports
the benefits of high levels of expectation, of
structure, and of supervision - encouraging a
more straightforward deployment of willpower
in study. In particular, the ability to focus for
sustained periods is certainly enhanced when
minor decision making is reduced. Routines
are important.
Another aspect of the book was a survey
of the effects of the ‘well-being’ and ‘selfesteem’ focussed culture in the West; effusive
congratulation and self-congratulation for
even the most modest of achievements in the
interests of boosting ‘self-esteem’ (an implied
link between self-confidence and success) is
dismissed. Achievement of modest short term
goals more constructive than any value in
excessive congratulation.
Unsurprisingly, the book devotes some space
to individuals dealing with health and lifestyle
challenges, and the most common of these
is dieting. I am sure many of us are reassured
by the advice that we should amend our diet
gradually in sustainable ways, rather than ‘go on
a diet’. In the same way, changes in the way our
students work and perform should be focussed
on sound and sustainable development over a
period of time, rather than short term pursuit of
immediate results - with little on which to build
for the future.

Photo Gallery - Year 9 Penang Hill Science Trip

At a recent staff concert, I introduced the
school to a simple waiata (song) from New
Zealand - there is a strong tradition amongst
Maori of collective signing, and at formal
meetings between groups exchanging song is
quite normal. Probably the best-known Maori
exchange is the haka, before All Blacks rugby
matches. Before living there, I thought there
was only the one - but soon realised a haka is
often performed at funerals, airports greeting
VIPs, and before all sorts of sports events. Every
group has its own and it is possible to become
cynical when it is reduced to a meaningless
default behaviour. Historically, the sound of the
haka was usually drowned out by crowd noise
at major matches, but now in the age of sport
entertainment, microphones are deployed
and photographers positioned to ensure the
TV audience is not watching an inaudible, and
potentially amusing, dance routine.
How do we maintain traditions and keep true
to cultural origins without everything being
reduced to an exercise in media manipulation?
There is so much for our students to learn and
to take an interest in. As you read this, the UK
will be declaring the result of a General Election,
there is a widening crisis amongst the gulf states,
and more terror related attacks around the
world. Without dwelling on the detail of any of
these, all are the subject of sophisticated media
spin and unlimited opportunity for influencing
public perceptions. Our senior students should
be glued to the international news, and trying to
grasp the complexities. In a very few years, they
will be in charge; let us hope they make a better
job of it than the current generation.
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PTC
Meeting
PTC

Bugsy Malone
Miss Thanya Sidhu

Tickets for POWIIS’ school production, Bugsy Malone, are now on sale. Please email
tickets@powiis.edu.my. Be quick! We are expecting heavy demand.

The next Parent Teacher Committee
(PTC) meeting will be held tomorrow,
(10th of June) at 10.00am in the Recital
Room. If you have any queries, please
do not hesitate to clarify them at
ptcpowiis@gmail.com. All parents
are welcome.

Ultimate
Frisbee
Mr Liam Streat

As part of their personal development, the
Year 8s recently held a student-led Frisbee
competition in their Physical Education
lesson. They worked together to organise
the event, and delegated roles and tasks
amongst themselves. The students also acted
as umpires, and scored themselves, and
proved that they had teamwork, integrity, and
communication skills. Congratulations to the
team captain, Peter, and the members of his
team - Clark, Yang Xie, Wilson, Jaseem, Shou
Wu, and Amar.

Printing Press
Mrs Farida Khan-Evans

The Art department printing press aided our Year 10 Art students in learning about and
exploring the process of dry print etching.
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The Importance
of Breakfast
Mrs Amanda Stokes

Summer
Football Camp
Mr Liam Streat

With a morning of competing priorities, early departures, and questionable appetites,
it is easy for some of our pupils to skip breakfast – the most important meal of the day.
Consequently, each week our school Matrons need to ‘treat’ some pupils who feel sick and
weak because they have not eaten anything since the night before. Pupils are provided with
a milky drink and some food but whilst doing this miss valuable lesson time until they ‘feel
better’.
Eating a healthy breakfast provides your child with the nutrition they need and enables them
to cope with the demands of a busy school day. Here are four good reasons why your child
should eat breakfast.
Energy. Along with sleep and exercise, breakfast is one of the best ways to recharge batteries.
It is the perfect opportunity to get energy-boosting carbohydrates like whole-grain bread,
oatmeal and fruit. Create a breakfast with staying power using protein and carbohydrate
combinations. Breakfast is an ideal way to energize so there will be no sleeping in class.
Improved concentration. Studies suggest that eating a healthy breakfast improves brain
function — particularly memory and recall. This is essential for soaking up new knowledge
and applying it later for exams and tests.
Better grades. Research shows that students who eat breakfast perform better academically.
It is not fully understood why, but scientists believe it may be because breakfast supplies
essential nutrients to the nervous system to increase brain power. Or the explanation could
simply be that breakfast alleviates hunger and a rumbling tummy, which can interfere with
academic performance, behaviour and self-esteem.
Healthy weight. Some teenagers may think skipping breakfast is a good way to save on
calories and lose weight, but quite the opposite is true. Breakfast skippers tend to weigh
more than those who eat breakfast regularly. Additionally, those who eat a morning meal
tend to make healthier food choices throughout the day, which can positively impact weight
and long-term health.
Ensuring that your child eats a healthy, nutritious breakfast everyday will not only prepare
them for the busy day ahead but helps build healthy eating habits that last a lifetime.

POWIIS will be hosting a summer camp in
partnership with the UK Premiership club,
Stoke City. Taking place in the first two weeks
of summer, it will have six hours of coaching
a day by top premiership coaches. Interested
participants can contact Mr. Streat at
lds@powiis.edu.my. We look forward to
hearing from you.

A COBIS Student Achievement Award
for Ming Min Teh
Council of British International Schools (COBIS)
The following citation was rewarded by COBIS:
‘Ming Min is the outstanding academic achiever of POWIIS’ 6 year history. She is predicted
to obtain 12 A*s in her IGCSEs; a first for the school. She is a mature, modest, kind, and
generous young lady who has never once allowed her exceptional ability to drift to arrogance.
However, just as impressively, she is also a top sportswoman (a long distance runner for the
state and a member of the state winning school netball team), an exceptional performer
(taking lead roles in the annual school musical), an irrepressible charity fundraiser, and a
leader of the school community.’
We congratulate Ming Min. Two further awards have been gained by POWIIS students. More details
will follow their presentations.
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POWIIS Ski Trip to Italy 2018
Mr Liam Streat

After two successful ski trips in Japan, POWIIS has its sights set on Passo Tonale, Italy, with the help of Snowtraxx International. Slated to be between
the 16th of February to the 25th of February 2018, we have been guaranteed to have high-quality snow at the resort during this time. As an added
convenience, the resort has a ‘ski-in-ski-out’ policy, so there is no need for a bus every morning – the students simply need to pop on their skis or
board, and they are all set to go!
The ski trip can accommodate a maximum of 30 responsible students from Years 9 to 13. Places will be filled on a first come first served basis, so get
your registration forms in as soon as possible.
The trip will cost APPROXIMATELY RM11,000.00, which includes the following:
•
Return flights from Penang International Airport
•
Private return transfers between the local airport and your accommodation
•
7 nights’ full board accommodation, including all meals
•
6 days of 5 hours of ski or snowboard tuition
•
6 days hire of skis, boots, poles, and helmets
•
6 full day lift passes
•
Full après ski activity programme each evening
•
Snowtraxx Snowsports School Certificates and Presentation Evening
•
Dedicated Snowtraxx Resort Manager service
If you are interested or have any questions, please do email Mr. Liam Streat (lds@powiis.edu.my)
and he will send you the registration form.

Tuesday
Lunchtime
Concert
Miss Holly Clements

The recent Tuesday Lunchtime Concert
featured performances by members of staff,
accompanied by the resident student band.
We heard songs in Maori, Tagalog, and
German, as well as a jazz rendition of ‘’All of
Me’ on clarinet... Just in time for our halfterm break!
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First Lego League
(FLL) Open Europe
Championship
Miss Thanya Sidhu

Glitter, glitz, and glam! The PTC members
have been a great help with designing
and replicating the wardrobes of the
cast for POWIIS’ upcoming production,
Bugsy Malone.

Malaysia’s Robotics Team - comprising of 9 members from various schools - recently competed
in the First Lego League (FLL) Open Europe Championship in Denmark and won gold, scoring
the highest marks from amongst 119 participating teams across 50 countries. 2 of the team
members are students of POWIIS, and we would like to congratulate all the students on a job
well done. Congratulations, Teh Zhao Liang of Year 9 and Fu Guang Xu of Year 10!

Year 12s’ University
Applications
FOBISIA
U15 Squads
Mr Liam Streat

As a part of FOBISIA, POWIIS will be looking
to get our U15 squads together very soon.
This includes football, basketball, swimming,
and athletics teams. We will be running trials,
selecting teams, and starting the training
sessions before the end of year break.
If anyone is interested in representing POWIIS
in Phuket at the start of November, please do
approach Mr Streat. Letters will be going out
to all eligible students this week to inform
them of the trial dates and the costs included.
Thank you and good luck!

Miss Adele Bowden

Starting from the 1st of June 2016, all the Year 12s have already begun the process of
completing their university applications. It is advisable to have discussions with your children
about their selection, as this will help them in making a more guided choice in courses and
places to study.
Please note that if the students wish to study in the United Kingdom, they will have to
complete their applications using the UCAS system. Please use the link below to access a
parent guide for more information.
If students wish to attend university in the United States of America, they will have to apply
using the ‘common app’ system.
Students who wish to apply elsewhere may proceed by applying directly to the university
or institution.
Ms. Bowden will be guiding the students through this process, and please do not hesitate to
ask if there any questions.
Links to Parent Guides:
https://www.ucas.com/advisers/guides-and-resources/international-toolkit
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Year 9 Penang Hill Science Trip
Miss Thanya Sidhu

The Year 9s visited The Habitat at Penang Hill for their Science trip recently. Highlights of the trip included the 1.6 km nature trail with
educational signs and tour guides, as well as the treetop walk - the highest public viewing point on the island.

POWIIS Young
Entrepreneur Society
(PYES)

Celebrations
Staff members Oliver Roberts and Adele
Bowden recently announced their engagement,
to the delight of all at POWIIS.

Mr DaXin Liu

We are also pleased to announce that April
and Dylan Boyd welcomed their son, Lancelot
Lachlan Boyd, on the 31st of May.
The POWIIS Young Entrepreneur Society (PYES) believes in the ideas that originate from each
PYES member. As a team, every idea is seen as a business solution, and the students are taught
about both the risks and the rewards associated with the venture.
PYES looks forward to building a strong team of young entrepreneurs this school year, and
welcome those who dare to dream big and are highly motivated.
Recently, the students went on a field trip to the Priority bonded warehouse in Penang’s
duty free zone. The students left the trip with new insight on warehouse operating, and
differentiating types of warehouses for different goods. They also learned about warehouse
security, and various value added services in warehouses. The warehouse staff were a huge
help in answering the many queries the students had, and did their best to explain processes
and general questions.

Congratulations!
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Meet Our People
enjoyed learning, he enjoyed teaching what
he loved even more. This prompted him to
enrol in a PGCE programme in the University
of Cumbria, and was the start of his foray into
the world of education. Matthew began his
teaching career in Dallam School, before going
on to Workington Academy. As he has always
been invested in the co-curricular aspect
of education as well, he spent 5 years as a
summer camp counsellor where he taught the
campers sports, teamwork, and life skills.

Mr. Matthew Eccles
As a testament to his love of figures, numbers,
and everything mathematical, Mr. Matthew
Eccles went on to obtain his Masters of
Science degree with first class honours from
Lancaster University in Mathematics with
Statistics. Somewhere along the way of
this course, he realised that as much as he
Ms. Khalifah Bennett
Ms. Khalifah Bennett was born and raised
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She had a
very successful athletic career, and was
a four-letter Varsity athlete in volleyball,
basketball, softball, and shot put. It was in
college that Khalifah made the decision to
pursue an academic path, after she received
a full academic scholarship to complete her
undergraduate studies at Temple University.
Her days as an undergraduate were spent
playing rugby, and studying for her major
in Communications, as well as a Resident
Assistant in student housing.
Shortly after obtaining her undergraduate
qualifications, she went on to begin her
graduate studies at Arcadia University. She
graduated with a Masters with distinction
in Education, and received her teaching
credentials in Special Education and English.
Her first teaching assignment was with the
School District of Philadelphia, where she
worked as a teacher of English and Special
Education. Khalifah was in charge of the
honours and special education level classes,
and assisted in piloting coteaching models.
Her greatest success arrived with the creation
of two programmes that were geared towards
reaching and teaching children of colour who
struggled with behaviour and identity. These

He has been at POWIIS for three years now
as a teacher of Mathematics. He teaches all
year groups, and enjoys the variety in lessons.
He started as one of the boarding staff, but
after having demonstrated his capabilities
and put his past experiences to work, he is
now the Head of Boys’ Boarding. As head,
he is in charge of ensuring the welfare of all
boarders, and does his best to have everything
run as smoothly as possible. He works closely
with Ms. Khalifah Bennett, Head of the Girls’
Boarding, to develop the boarding experience,
and plans and organises a range of activities
for boarders on the weekends and weekdays.
He looks forward to new and exciting
developments in the boarding house, and
the new initiatives they plan on developing
next year.

Aside from that, Matthew is also POWIIS’
Under 13 football head coach. He plans
and delivers football training sessions,
which add up to around 5 or 6 hours per
week, and organises and attends fixtures
and competitions. He is particularly excited
about developing and enhancing POWIIS’
football academy programme, which is held
in collaboration with Stoke City this summer.
He will be attending a coaching course in
Barcelona in October, to learn new techniques
and drills. He maintains that the best part of
his job has always been the students and the
staff, as it really enhances the ‘family feel’ of
the school.
After three years in Penang, Matthew loves life
on the island. He enjoys the food, the weather,
the atmosphere, and of course, his interactions
with the friendly people. In his free time, he
enjoys any activity that relates to his biggest
passion – football! He loves watching, playing,
coaching, or even talking about the sport. As a
coach, he frequently reads up about different
coaching methods and drills, and tries to
implement the ‘total football’ philosophy into
training sessions. As head of the boarding
halls, much of his free time is spent watching
the premier league with the students, and
having discussions about the games – as well
as an occasional Fifa 2017 game!

successes received recognition and were
presented on a national stage. In addition
to teaching full time, Khalifah put her prior
athletic experiences to good use by coaching
several varsity sports, as well as working as a
professional singer.
She left the classroom in 2014 to become
an instructional coach in a charter school
organisation in Philadelphia. However, her
love for teaching was undiminished, and led
to her decision to begin her international
teaching experience in 2015. She taught
English at Nazarbayev Intellectual School in
Semipalatinsk, Kazakhstan for a year, before
she left to join POWIIS as the Head of Hall
for girls boarding and the Special Education
Needs Coordinator.
Khalifah has been with us for a year, and
brought her expertise as a former Resident
Assistant to the boarding halls, and regularly
plans and organises activities for the boarders.
She works closely with Mr. Eccles, to develop
new initiatives for the new year. She has
immersed herself in the POWIIS culture, and
enjoys working at the school, as well as the
flexibility she is afforded with both her roles.
This allows her to tailor each programme to
fit both the needs of the students, and the
staff. Her previous experiences have all been

an asset to POWIIS – including her beautiful
voice, which she uses to assist with the musical
score of the Bugsy Malone production.
Her favourite part of the job is that she is
able to experience this with her partner,
Mr. Odeny, and her son, Baby Kai. She
looks forward to continuing to develop the
Boarding and Learning Support programmes
here at POWIIS, and exploring this beautiful
country with her family.

